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quest of the hinterland, overrunning Thrace and establish-
ing their capital in Adrianople in 1367.
For almost a century after the Turks had taken the ports
on the Dardanelles, Constantinople still held its own against
the apparently inevitable fate. The explanation of this
anomaly is not to be found in any heroic mood or religious
fervor of crusade upon the part of the Greeks, but rather
in the general international situation which the passage of
the Dardanelles by the Turks had brought about. For the
Italian traders were now genuinely concerned with Turkish
policy, as they had formerly been—and still continued to
be—with Byzantine. So Genoa by diplomacy (1387), and
Venice by war (1416), won from the Turks the concession
of a free Dardanelles. It was a precarious freedom, but so
long as sea-power remained to the Genoese and Venetian
fleets, the possession of the land fortifications was not
enough to secure the control of the passage. That had to
await the invention of heavy artillery.
It was not at the Dardanelles but at the Bosphorus that
the Turks finally established their control of the Straits. It
should be recalled that the closure of the former presents
an entirely different problem from the closure of the latter.
The Dardanelles could be opened to Christian shipping, by
special grants to European states, in order to reach Con-
stantinople. But the Bosphorus holds the key to the Black
Sea. Turkish control of it was a first step in the taking
of Constantinople. The year before the capture of that
city the Turks built a fort of great strength on the Euro-
pean side of the Bosphorus, opposite the one which had
long stood on the Asiatic side just at the narrowest point-
about a mile wide—where the current is strong and naviga-
tion most difficult. And in this tower of Roumili Hissar,

